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MICHAEL EDWARDS FRAGRANCES OF THE WORLD 

CITRUS 
From the zest of lemons, mandarins, bergamot, oranges and grapefruit come the citrus oils that lend these 
fragrances their distinctive, tangy aroma. Floral, spicy and woody notes transformed the light, refreshing eaux de 
cologne into real fragrances. A new generation of musk and tea accents adds an interesting dimension to the 
oldest fragrance family. 

 GOURMAND 
 Gourmand notes add mouthwatering accents of chocolate or caramel. 

WATER 
Redolent of the smell of soft sea breezes, the marine notes were created in 1990. They capture the ozonic aroma 
of wet air after a thunderstorm or the freshness of a waterfall. 

GREEN 
Green fragrances capture the sharp scent of fresh-cut grass and violet leaves. Despite the outdoors imagery, the 
impact of the classic resinous galbanum accord is so potent that many green fragrances have a formal rather than 
sporty personality. In recent years, a palette of softer, lighter green notes has given this family fresh appeal. 

FRUITY 
Peaches and pears, apples and plums. A twist of tropical fruits. Essences of strawberry, raspberry and berries of all 
hues. Add a splash of flowers to create a family of fruity cocktails that smell delicious. 

 GOURMAND 
 Gourmand notes add mouthwatering accents of chocolate or caramel. 

FLORAL 
Florals range from single floral concertos to mighty symphonies of heady bouquets. New headspace technology 
lets perfumers clone the scent of blooms from which no oil can be extracted by traditional methods. 
  
 BOUQUET 
 A mélange of floral notes are used to create the impression of a complex bouquet of floral notes. 

 CITRUS FRUITY 
 Citrus fruity accents add a sparkling, fruity freshness to perfumes. 

 GOURMAND 
 Gourmand notes add mouthwatering accents of chocolate or caramel. 

 GREEN 
 Green accents add the freshness of green leaves and cut grass. A touch of green and the perfume is crisp 
 a touch more it becomes fresh. 

 SOLIFLORE 



 These floral fragrances are built around a single flower like gardenia, jasmine, rose or lilac. This is not to  
 say that there is only one material used; rather, all the other materials serve to support the main note and  
 create the impression of a single flower. 

 WATER 
 Water accents add the fiery air of the sea or the coolness of the mist of a waterfall. 

 WHITE FLOWERS 
 White floral accents add fresh notes of muguet or jasmine, gardenia or hyacinth. 

SOFT FLORAL (ALDEHYDIC FLORAL) 
The marriage of sparkling adehydes and delicate flowers, balanced by soft notes of iris, musk or vanilla, creates a 
family of soft, often powdery, abstract florals. 

 BOUQUET 
 A mélange of floral notes are used to create the impression of a complex bouquet of floral notes. 

 CITRUS FRUITY 
 Citrus fruity accents add a sparkling, fruity freshness to perfumes. 

 GOURMAND 
 Gourmand notes add mouthwatering accents of chocolate or caramel. 

 GREEN 
 Green accents add the freshness of green leaves and cut grass. A touch of green and the perfume is crisp 
 a touch more it becomes fresh. 

 IRIS 
 The dried and aged rhizome of the iris flower (known as orris root) adds a dry, rooty, sometimes powdery  
 character. 

 MUSK 
 Accents of musk impart fragrances with a soft, powdery alluring character. 

 WATER 
 Water accents add the fiery air of the sea or the coolness of the mist of a waterfall. 

 WHITE FLOWERS 
 White floral accents add fresh notes of muguet or jasmine, gardenia or hyacinth. 

FLORAL ORIENTAL 
Soft, spicy orange flower notes meld with piquant aldehydes and sweet spices to create the heart of a floral 
oriental fragrance. Born in the 1900s, floral orientals came back to life again in the 1970s. In the past decade, lively, 
fruity interpretations dominated the floral oriental category, but recent fragrances have developed a more subtle, 
muted personality. 

 CITRUS FRUITY 
 Citrus fruity accents add a sparkling, fruity freshness to perfumes. 

 GOURMAND 
 Gourmand notes add mouthwatering accents of chocolate or caramel. 

 GREEN 



 Green accents add the freshness of green leaves and cut grass. A touch of green and the perfume is crisp 
 a touch more it becomes fresh. 

 MUSK 
 Accents of musk impart fragrances with a soft, powdery alluring character. 

 WATER 
 Water accents add the fiery air of the sea or the coolness of the mist of a waterfall. 

 WHITE FLOWERS 
 White floral accents add fresh notes of muguet or jasmine, gardenia or hyacinth. 

SOFT ORIENTAL 
Incense adds sensual overtones to fragrant flowers, spices and amber to create a softer style of oriental. The base 
notes of a modern soft oriental are not as sweet or as heavy as a true oriental and the result—a mélange of flowers 
and spices—is distinctly softer. 

 CITRUS FRUITY 
 Citrus fruity accents add a sparkling, fruity freshness to perfumes. 

 GOURMAND 
 Gourmand notes add mouthwatering accents of chocolate or caramel. 

 GREEN 
 Green accents add the freshness of green leaves and cut grass. A touch of green and the perfume is crisp 
 a touch more it becomes fresh. 

 WHITE FLOWERS 
 White floral accents add fresh notes of muguet or jasmine, gardenia or hyacinth. 

ORIENTAL 
Orientals are the exotic queens of perfumery. Sensual, often heavy blends of oriental resins, opulent flowers, sweet 
vanilla and musks are introduced by refreshing citrus, green or fruity top notes. The new ‘sheer’ orientals gained 
some ground in the late 1990s, but the appeal of full-bodied, take-no-prisoners oriental endures. 

 ALDEHYDE 
 Accents of aldehydes provide a fresh, sparkling, effervescent quality. 
  
 CITRUS FRUITY 
 Citrus fruity accents add a sparkling, fruity freshness to perfumes. 

 GREEN 
 Green accents add the freshness of green leaves and cut grass. A touch of green and the perfume is crisp 
 a touch more it becomes fresh. 

 WHITE FLOWERS 
 White floral accents add fresh notes of muguet or jasmine, gardenia or hyacinth. 

WOODY ORIENTAL 
The liaison of rich oriental notes and the potent scents of patchouli and sandalwood produced some of today’s 
most original perfumes. 

 CITRUS FRUITY 
 Citrus fruity accents add a sparkling, fruity freshness to perfumes. 



 GOURMAND 
 Gourmand notes add mouthwatering accents of chocolate or caramel. 

 GREEN 
 Green accents add the freshness of green leaves and cut grass. A touch of green and the perfume is crisp 
 a touch more it becomes fresh. 

 WATER 
 Water accents add the fiery air of the sea or the coolness of the mist of a waterfall. 

 WHITE FLOWERS 
 White floral accents add fresh notes of muguet or jasmine, gardenia or hyacinth. 

WOODS 
New, sheer and exotic wood notes give new appeal to the classic harmonies of cedar, patchouli, pine, sandalwood 
and vetiver. 

 CITRUS FRUITY 
 Citrus fruity accents add a sparkling, fruity freshness to perfumes. 

 GOURMAND 
 Gourmand notes add mouthwatering accents of chocolate or caramel. 

 GREEN 
 Green accents add the freshness of green leaves and cut grass. A touch of green and the perfume is crisp 
 a touch more it becomes fresh. 

 WATER 
 Water accents add the fiery air of the sea or the coolness of the mist of a waterfall. 

 WHITE FLOWERS 
 White floral accents add fresh notes of muguet or jasmine, gardenia or hyacinth. 

MOSSY WOODS (CHYPRE) 
Perfumes call these forest notes of oakmoss, patchouli, amber and citrus Chypre fragrances, after the first modern 
mossy-woody fragrance, Chypre de Coty, created by François Coty in 1917. 

 CITRUS FRUITY 
 Citrus fruity accents add a sparkling, fruity freshness to perfumes. 

 GOURMAND 
 Gourmand notes add mouthwatering accents of chocolate or caramel. 

 GREEN 
 Green accents add the freshness of green leaves and cut grass. A touch of green and the perfume is crisp 
 a touch more it becomes fresh. 

 WATER 
 Water accents add the fiery air of the sea or the coolness of the mist of a waterfall. 

 WHITE FLOWERS 
 White floral accents add fresh notes of muguet or jasmine, gardenia or hyacinth. 



DRY WOODS (WOODY CHYPRE, LEATHER CHYPRE, LEATHER) 
Cedar, tobacco and burnt wood notes add a dry, often smoky accent to Chypre fragrances. This family is often 
called the Leather family, as the fragrances in this family recall the characteristic smoky aroma of Russian leather. 

 CITRUS FRUITY 
 Citrus fruity accents add a sparkling, fruity freshness to perfumes. 

 GOURMAND 
 Gourmand notes add mouthwatering accents of chocolate or caramel. 

 GREEN 
 Green accents add the freshness of green leaves and cut grass. A touch of green and the perfume is crisp 
 a touch more it becomes fresh. 

 WATER 
 Water accents add the fiery air of the sea or the coolness of the mist of a waterfall. 

 WHITE FLOWERS 
 White floral accents add fresh notes of muguet or jasmine, gardenia or hyacinth. 

AROMATIC (FOUGÈRE) 
The sexy cool-warm notes of citrus and lavender, sweet spices and oriental woods blend to a zesty, masculine 
character that men find comfortable and women appealing. 

 AROMATIC 
 Aromatic accents of lavender and herbs provide a bracing, fresh quality. 

 CITRUS 
 Citrus accents add a zesty, brisk freshness to perfumes. 

 FRUITY 
 Fruity accents provide a sweetness and warmth. 

 GREEN 
 Green accents add the freshness of green leaves and cut grass. A touch of green and the perfume is crisp 
 a touch more it becomes fresh. 

 SPICY 
 Accents of spices like clove, cinnamon, and star anise provide complexity and depth. 

 WATER 
 Water accents add the fiery air of the sea or the coolness of the mist of a waterfall. 

SOCIÉTÉ FRANÇAISE DES PARFUMEURS 

A CITRUS 
By "citrus", we mean the essential oils obtained by extracting the zest from fruits such as bergamot, lemon, orange, 
mandarin, etc., combined with orange flower products. In this group we find the main "Eau de Cologne" 
fragrances used by men and women. 
  
 A1 CITRUS 
  



 A2 SPICY CITRUS 
 To that citrus accord, spicy notes such as clove or pepper, nutmeg or cinnamon are added to the citrus  
 structures. 
  
 A3 AROMATIC CITRUS 
 The citrus structure is modified by the addition of aromatic notes, such as thyme, marjoram, rosemary, or  
 mint. 
  
 A4 FLORAL CHYPRE CITRUS 
 These represent a new generation of "Eau de Cologne". The citrus note is still prominent, but it is jointed  
 by other fresh notes and extended by a floral note, which is predominantly jasmine at first and then  
 becomes woody and mossy. 
  
 A5 WOODY CITRUS 
 Still the same "citrus" accord, but slightly weaker. The floral note is barely detectable. The woody and  
 slightly powdered base is more predominant. 
  
 A6 FLORAL WOODY CITRUS 
 Some light floral notes included in the citrus accord, with some very different woody notes. 
  
 A7 MUSKY CITRUS 
 To the citrus structure, we add a strong musky character which is instantly perceptible as well as some  
 floral and woody notes. The musk note refers to the synthetic musks rather than to the animalic, natural  
 tonkin musk. 
  
B THE FLORAL FAMILY 
This family consists of fragrances with a single flower as their main theme : jasmine, rose, lily of the valley, violet, 
tuberose, narcissus, etc. 
  
 B1 SOLIFLORE 
 Used when a single floral note is needed. This is the beginning of modern perfumery. A copy of nature  
 with the reconstitution of a rose, jasmine, violet, lilac, lily of the valley. 
  
 B2 FLORAL MUSKY 
 On a floral accord, the musky note is present right away. We also find fruity, woody or aldehydic notes. 
  
 B3 FLORAL BOUQUET 
 Nature is still the source of inspiration but several floral notes are associated as in a bouquet of flowers.  
 The composition becomes more complex, and raw materials are much larger in number. 
  
 B4 FLORAL ALDEHYDIC 
 It still is a floral bouquet, often extended by the addition of animal notes, powdery, slightly woody. The  
 top note is always made up of aldehydes, associated with citrus or floral notes. 
  
 B5 FLORAL GREEN 
 A fresh and predominantly green note was added to a floral complex to give a sharp freshness.   
 Galbanum is typical of the type of product used in this category. 
  
 B6 FLORAL FRUITY WOODY 
 On a floral bouquet, with a woody undertone, fruity notes are added : peach, apple, plum or apricot. 
  
 B7 FLORAL WOODY 



 The floral note, most important here, could be violet, jasmine, rose, lily of the valley or another flower.  
 There are various top notes : citrus, herbaceous in particular. Followed by mostly woody, powdery, vanilla  
 like notes. 
  
 B8 FLORAL MARINE 
 A classical floral bouquet associated to marine and mostly sea-breeze notes. 
  
 B9 FLORAL FRUITY 
 Since 1995, modern fruity notes have bloomed. The floral "body" is still there, but new fruity notes are  
 showing strongly. There are apricot, raspberry, melon, litchi, pear or apple... 
  
  
C THE FOUGÈRE FAMILY 
This imaginary name which does not claim to represent a fern fragrance, consists of a blend generally made up of 
lavender, woody, oak moss, coumarin, and bergamot notes. 
  
 C1 FOUGÈRE 
  
 C2 FLORAL AMBER FOUGÈRE 
 A fougere accord blooming through a floral note lying on an amber-labdanum background. 
  
 C3 SOFT AMBER FOUGÈRE 
 These classical fougeres have an amber background whose smoothness is enhanced by vanilla notes. 
  
 C4 SPICY FOUGÈRE 
 These are basic, very classical fougeres, characterized by the presence of floral notes and above all the  
 addition of spicy notes such as clove or pepper. 
  
 C5 AROMATIC FOUGÈRE 
 A fougere, of course, but closely linked to a citrus group, herbaceous, and above all aromatic such as  
 thyme, wormwood, coriander, rosemary and sometimes light spicy notes. 
  
 C6 FRUITY FOUGÈRE 
 The base is a classical fougere showing the fruity tones noted in the floral fruity subfamily. 
  
D CHYPRE 
This name comes from the fragrance of the same name brought out by COTY in 1917. The success of "Chypre", 
made it the leader of this family which contains fragrances based mainly on harmonies of oak moss, cistus, 
labdanum, patchouli, bergamot, etc. 
  
 D1 CHYPRE 
  
 D2 FRUITY CHYPRE 
 Still the same Chypre harmony but fuller and enhanced with fruity notes such as peach, plum and exotic  
 fruits. 
  
 D3 FLORAL ALDEHYDIC CHYPRE 
 This is the "floral aldehyde" canvas adapted to a floral Chypre combination rather than simply floral. 
  
 D4 LEATHER CHYPRE 
 To one of the already described structures, leather, smoky, burnt wood, animal notes are added to one of  
 the above structures and these compositions are sometimes rounded off with a fresh, often citrus note. 
  
 D5 AROMATIC CHYPRE 



 Definitely Chypre, often floral (lavender) and dominant aromatic notes : thyme, wormwood, juniper,  
 coriander. 
  
 D6 GREEN CHYPRE 
 In this type of note, there is a contrast between the fresh green top note (cut grass, crushed leaves) and a  
 warm base. 
  
 D7 FLORAL CHYPRE 
 This is the Chypre structure with the addition of floral notes such as lily of the valley, rose, jasmine. 
  
  
E THE WOODY FAMILY 
These are warm or opulent notes, such as sandalwood and patchouli, sometimes dry like cedar or vetiver, the top 
note is usually made up of lavender and citrus notes. 
  
 E1 WOODY 
  
 E2 WOODY CITRUS CONIFEROUS 
 Here we discover woody notes where pine essences play a large part, with top notes of citrus fruits. 
  
 E3 WOODY SPICY 
 A gentle woody fragrance -predominant spicy notes : pepper, nutmeg, clove or cinnamon. 
  
 E4 WOODY AMBER 
 The base consists of warm, rich notes such as vanilla, hay, coumarin, cistus labdanum, patchouli and  
 sandalwood. 
  
 E5 WOODY AROMATIC 
 Woody harmonies mostly make up these compositions, often lavender, sometimes green, but always with 
 an aromatic top note such as thyme, wormwood, myrtle, rosemary, sage. 
  
 E6 WOODY SPICY LEATHER 
 The woody spicy accord is increased with leathery and animal notes, like birch-tar and castoreum. 
  
 E7 WOODY MARINE 
 Interesting harmony with a woody aromatic accord combined with marine notes, increasing the thyme  
 and armoise notes. 
  
 E8 WOODY FRUITY 
 A tree, some fruits... nothing is more natural... We find here again the newest fruity notes. 
  
 E9 WOODY MUSKY 
 The woody accord is blended with a musky accord. We also find spicy, fruity, aromatic or ambery notes. 
  
F AMBER-ORIENTAL 
Under the heading of "AMBER" or "ORIENTAL", we find fragrances with soft powdery notes, vanilla, cistus 
labdanum, animal, very dominant. Is there a typical "amber" note ? Certainly ! See under "soft amber", six groups 
of ambers are listed. 
  
 F1 SOFT AMBER 
 This is where we find the most classical amber fragrances. They are recognizable by their softness and  
 warmth and their particularly dominant aura. 
  
 F2 FLORAL SPICY AMBER 



 On this amber base there is a noticeable spicy note and the floral contribution is very distinctive (e.g.  
 carnation). 
  
 F3 CITRUS AMBER 
 These amber products sometimes have a floral character -their citrus top note is quite pronounced. 
  
 F4 FLORAL WOODY AMBER 
 In that type of amber notes, the woody character is typical while the head notes are playing with floral  
 variations. 
  
 F5 FLORIENTAL 
 A more subtle blend of the amber note in a strong olfactive harmony. Dominant notes : floral, fresh, spicy  
 which integrate well into a very consistent bouquet. 
  
 F6 FLORAL FRUITY AMBER 
 The amber note is definitely here. The floral note can be diversified. The fruity note relies on apple, pear,  
 apricot, raspberry, strawberry, plum. 
  
G THE LEATHER FAMILY 
This has an exceptional formula, a slightly different concept of perfumery with dry, sometimes very dry notes, in 
the aim of trying to reproduce the characteristic fragrance of leather (smoke, burnt wood, silver birch, tobacco...) 
and top notes with floral inflections. 
  
 G1 LEATHER 
  
 G2 FLORAL LEATHER 
 These are the "linear" non-aggressive leather notes, enhanced by floral notes : violet, iris, etc. 
  
 G3 TOBACCO LEATHER 
 The leather note is tempered with wood, honey and hay harmonies which characterize the Virginian  
 tobacco note. 

HAARMANN & REIMER (MASCULINE) 

LAVENDER 
Lavender represents a highly thoroughbred concept, whose dominating freshness makes it a popular basis for 
many refreshing splashes. The spicy-coniferous interpretations introduce a piquant-herbaceous freshness and a 
touch of fantasy into the classical concept. 
 FRESH 
 These fragrances feature a more-or-less pure lavender note with little else added. 
 SPICY 
 This spicy-coniferous interpretation is characterized by its piquant herbaceousness. 

FOUGÈRE 
Lavender, oakmoss and tonka bean camphor, better known as coumarin, form the basic accord in the Fougère 
concept, a fragrance direction which, although originally intended for women, was ultimately to pave the way for 
masculine perfumery. 
 FRESH 
 Fougère fragrances with dominant lavender freshness. 
 FLORAL 
 Bright florals such as neroli, cyclamen and muguet add a floral character. 
 WOODY 
 Amber-like woody accents provide character. 



 SWEET 
 The original Fougères belong in this group which gets its sweetness from coumarin. 

ORIENTAL 
Sweet, strong, full of impact and signal effect: Typifying terms for the still-young Oriental fragrance concept. In 
addition to the spicy interpretations of this concept, pronouncedly ambergris notes with honey-like elements and 
a strong vanilla foundation now dominate. 
 SPICY 
 Fragrances with spicy-fresh accents. 
 SWEET 
 Ambergris compositions with honey-like nuances. 

CHYPRE 
In its simplest form, the Chypre concept is based upon the interplay between citrus freshness and an oakmoss/
patchouli foundation. The strong acceptance of this fragrance direction has inspired perfumers to create such 
differing interpretations as woody, leathery, coniferous, fresh and green.  
 WOODY 
 This variation dominant influences are produced by vetiver, sandalwood and patchouli. 
 LEATHERY 
 A dry smoky interpretation of the Chypre concept. 
 CONIFEROUS 
 Innovative woody fragrance materials and natural coniferous extracts radiate a high degree of   
 naturalness. 
 FRESH 
 Fragrances in this groups are characterized by their radiance and impact. 
 GREEN 
 Accents of green grass and young leaves provide a fresh character. 

CITRUS 
Starting with the classical Eau de Colognes, the refreshing splashes, more substantive bouquets and fixations have 
been employed to increasingly refine the oldest fragrance direction into more perfumistic-like creations. Yet its 
freshness character, produced through ingredients such as lemon, bergamot, tangerine and orange blossom, has 
been retained. 
 FLORAL 
 Dry fresh Colognes with a citrus character and mild Chypre tones 
 FANTASY 
 The addition of imaginatively designed floral bouquets further devlop the Chypre concept of Floral Citrus 
 fragrances. 
 FRESH 
 The oldest classical Eau de Colognes. 
 GREEN 
 Naturally-green radiant fruity notes are added. 

HAARMANN & REIMER (FEMININE) 

FLORAL 
Many compositions in what is by far the largest fragrance concept display recognizable accords that are 
reminiscent of pure floral fragrances or floral impressions. Although rose and jasmine dominate here, ylang-ylang, 
daffodil, tuberose and carnation are also responsible for this concept’s floral character. 
 GREEN 
 These floral fragrances have a leafy green accents. Heavier accented green fragrances are found in the  
 Chypre Green group. 
 FRUITY 



 Radiant fruity elements of pineapple, apricot, peach or apple are combined with floral themes. 
 FRESH 
 Springlike light impressions of hyacinth and muguet. 
 FLORAL 
 These fragrances owe their character to numerous natural blossoms. Rose and jasmine are the most  
 common. 
 ALDEHYDIC 
 Sparkling aldehydes provide an uplifting and effervescent character. 
 SWEET 
 Often termed florientals, these heavy sweet fragrances date back to the early 1900s. 

ORIENTAL 
This concept embodies an association to the legendary sweet balms and resins of Arabia. A culinary-sweet vanilla-
amber foundation, combined with a citrus-fresh accord, characterizes the sweet-Oriental creations that are 
positioned here. Among the spicy interpretations, clove, nutmeg and cinnamon, in addition to the ambergris and 
animalic facets, number among the typifying components. 
 SWEET 
 The freshness of citrus is contrasted with a culinary-sweet vanilla. 
 SPICY 
 These dry oriental fragrances incorporate spices, ambergris and animalic elements. 

CHYPRE 
It is oakmoss and citrus freshness that form the classical Chypre concept. The preferred agrumen component is 
bergamot which, in addition to oakmoss and patchouli, can be termed one of the indispensable elements in this 
concept. It has always been able to  be very ingeniously varied, either with an animalic foundation or with dry-
coniferous effects. 
 FRUITY 
 This heavy interpretation of the Chypre concept is characterized by a typical fruitness, which has a peach- 
 like fragrance and contributes to its high substantivity. 
 FLORAL-ANIMALIC 
 The animalic components of these fragrance serve to enhance their feminine radiance and produce a  
 dry-leathery effect. 
 FLORAL 
 Gardenia and rose accords are added to the classic Chypre structure. 
 FRESH 
 This is where the thoroughbred Chypre interpretations are positioned and the sub-group to which  
 Chypre de Coty belongs. 
 GREEN 
 The lightest Chypre fragrances are found in this concept. From here it is a short step to Floral Green  
 fragrances.


